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Taking the Low Road 

 

The figure stepped out of a doorway in The Shambles, silent, clad in a dark raincoat that merged 

with shadows pooling beneath the jettied upper storey. 

Perfect, thought Richard, studying the pale faces of his group, if only Marta were here…   

A key clunked in an ancient lock and the figure turned, repelling the ring of tourists. 

Couples grabbed each other’s hands; one man tripped over a curb and nearly impaled himself on a 

butcher’s hook which hadn’t tasted flesh since the nineteenth century.  

Cloaked in darkness, the hooded figure seemed to stare at the tourists – and they definitely 

stared back, eyes wide, their breath held… Richard could almost feel the electric crackling of fear in 

the cold air…ride it…almost to breaking point…and then he spoke loudly: 

 “EVENING…” the crowd jumped as his voice reverberated down the narrow street, “…Mrs 

Król.” 

 The figure stepped onto the cobbles and out of the shadows – her hood revealed to be an 

impressive cascade of dark hair. She scrutinised Richard with steely eyes, gave a sharp nod, and 

strode off towards King’s Court. Her clapping footsteps were the only applause for this part of the 

tour – a little moment of terror that stuck in the mind long after the stories had faded – that made 

Richard’s ‘Haunted History’, the best ghost walk in the city.  

 He glanced over at his group: now satisfied that Mrs Król wasn’t a ghost, they breathed a 

collective sigh of relief, snatched away their clasped hands, their faces coloured with 

embarrassment. “You big wuss…” “I knew she was real.” “Then why grab my hand?” “I was 

afraid that you were afraid.” “You’re such a hero…”   

 Ahh…Mrs Król… Richard allowed himself a smile; I should really be paying you.  
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 Mrs Król, aka ‘Mrs Sandwich’, proprietor of ‘Mrs Sandwich’s Sandwich Shop’, the wordy 

sign creaking in the breeze above his head, had been selling tasty lunches for exactly £1 for as long 

as he could remember. Why so cheap? Some said she was a Polish millionaire – haunted by 

starvation years of the war – determined to provide cheap food for the masses. Others said she used 

bread made of sawdust. All Richard knew was that it had taken him two years before he’d received 

that sharp nod, and two more after that to learn the name Król.  Maybe in a decade or so he’d learn 

her first name.  

 “Ladies and Gentlemen…” he tapped his cane loudly on the cobbles – they’d said he 

couldn’t pull off a cane – but after a quick lesson courtesy of YouTube – and hours of practice – he 

could now snap, twirl and point like the finest circus master. “…if you’d like to follow me for more 

mystery, murder…and a missing head.” He strode off, having mastered a swagger that let the tails 

of his long coat billow out behind, even on the calmest of days. The top hat had been the trickiest of 

his Victorian trinity of props – he’d resorted to gluing a smaller hat on the inside, to stop the thing 

slumping down over his eyes.  

He glanced about the Shambles – the old girl was dressed in twilight – perfect – because 

twilight wasn’t just the witching hour – it was the ghosting hour. Twilight revealed just enough 

scenery – creaky signs, narrow windows – to get a sense of the place… but for the imagination to 

do the rest – to fill every shadow with ghouls, ghosts and monsters. A couple of years ago, he’d 

asked Dave – a friend of his father’s – and eventually his own, after his father’s death – to dress up 

as a ghost during Halloween, for added atmosphere – but now it seemed tacky. No, it was best to 

use a tourist’s own imagination against them – because the monsters in their head were far more 

frightening than any rubber mask from Tesco. Besides, Dave didn’t do that kind of thing anymore. 

Ghost stories weren’t enticing…if you had your own ghost.  

 Richard’s group followed his lead. They were his regulars – the mature student, always 

studying for her Biology Finals that never quite seemed... final. The old couple – Mr & Mrs Happy 
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– he called them, always hand-in-hand, ghost or no ghost. And the young couple – boyfriend and 

girlfriend, he presumed, since they could barely keep their hands off each other, or their lips.  

No new folk, he noted, top hat feeling especially heavy tonight, only a party of five. What 

would his Dad have said? “Barely worth shining your shoes for a party of five.” It’s why he’d 

waited at the foot of Clifford’s Tower for ten extra minutes – ten! Dad’ll be spinning in his 

grave…which might be quite a spectacle if we pass St Mary’s. 

Something itched at the back of his neck, Regulars…were they really? He knew he was 

good – but that good? Or maybe these days everyone just looked the same. He tried to picture 

previous attendees, but could only see a blur of hipster glasses or tracksuit bottoms.   

Party of five, he shook his head again, because a ghost tour wasn’t just a lecture with added 

melodrama – it was a performance – street theatre – and like all theatre, it needed an audience – to 

laugh and grimace and clap – and scornfully mock the shadows while taking care not to be left 

behind within them.  

But you don’t really care about new folk, do you? 

He breathed in the perfume of flowers in the hanging baskets above the Leather Shop, 

reached out a hand to pluck a pink petunia…and sighed – because it should’ve been for her – for 

Marta – and in his own buttonhole the flower would look small and lost. He withdrew his hand – 

maybe he’d even skip Treasurers’ House and the ghostly Romans tonight – because that – along 

with the flower – had been for her.  

He slowed his swagger, “No Marta, tonight?” he asked the young couple. 

 “Nah mate…” said the man, “think she’s moved on to bigger and better things.” 

 “Really…” Richard stumbled – almost – over a particularly prominent cobble.  

 Please not a rival group – please God not ‘Stoker’s Tours’ – not with that six-foot-two guide 

and his chiselled jawline. 

He looked up and found himself standing at the snickleway to Newgate Market, having 

completely passed Margaret Clitherow’s shrine – not technically a ghost story – but solid gruesome 
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history nonetheless – and where he’d met Marta. Marta: genuine history girl – someone who shared 

his passion for the past, but didn’t have a beard…and looked good in a denim skirt. He’d felt the 

disapproving stare from Clitherow’s statue as he’d flirted, and then, out of desperation for the 

conversation to continue, dived straight into the tale of the ghostly legion. It was the right move: 

Marta Castillo – MA Medieval Studies (pending) stood, one hand on hip, dark eyes soaking up the 

story of how, half a century ago, apprentice plumber Martindale, working in the cellars of 

Treasurer’s House, heard the blast of a horn… and witnessed a legion of mud-stained Roman 

soldiers trudge through the wall, across the cellar, and out the other side. They marched with legs 

sunk into solid stone up to their knees – the reason only becoming clear when they crossed the 

excavated portion of a Roman road, 18 inches below the cellar floor – and their feet became visible. 

The legion marched on their own road, from their own time, oblivious to the present world. 

Richard, lost in the tale, had blinked, and then realised Marta stood very close. He could taste her 

perfume – scented of honey and roses – probably – because Richard couldn’t remember the last 

time he’d actually smelt a rose – or honey for that matter – but whatever – it was delicious… and 

derailed his words. Marta arched an eyebrow mischievously and grinned, “A beautiful story – 

maybe lacking a little blood and guts – but beautiful – perhaps I could repay you… with coffee?” 

On their way out, Richard had whispered sorry to the statue of Margaret Clitherow and slipped a 

five pound note into the donation box.  

The Romans had always given him hope – because they’d never been glimpsed again. He’d 

heard stories of ghosts – of wailing widows and green ladies – dotted across the crumbling castles 

of Scotland, stalking corridors at night, polishing silver, waiting for their beloved son, daughter, or 

husband to return… They were doomed to repeat their nightly vigil, never realising they were 

trapped, that there was no one coming home, and that they’d been polishing the same silver for 

centuries. But the Romans of Treasurer’s House had marched through that cellar and never returned 

– they were free – and for that he’d always been thankful.  
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Yet now the story brought him no hope, only a quiet longing for Marta. He’d been going to 

ask her out – tonight – it would’ve been tonight. Yet… it always ‘would’ve been tonight’ – 

would’ve, could’ve, should’ve – but didn’t – and probably never will.  

Nervous chatter brought him back to The Shambles and the party of five tourists standing in 

the wrong side of twilight. 

Get it together, man. He started to speak before knowing how to fix this mess, “Ladies and 

gentlemen… for my next tale…” and in the awkward silence he thought he heard voices – not his 

group: other voices. Another tour? Knew I should’ve started bang on seven. Concentrate! 

 “What’s that?” the mature student pointed up, saving him from the blank space inside his 

head, “those boarded up windows – another plague house?” 

Damn. They’d noticed. He took in a deep breath: there would be no jokes for this story, no 

embellishment and certainly no ‘ye olde’ language.  

 “That’s… very much a modern tragedy. My father’s friend…my friend…Dave Robertson – 

he told me my first ghost story – The Romans of Treasurer’s House – marching sunk up to their 

knees in stone…” He trailed off. You’re embellishing: Don’t. “Anyway… that’s irrelevant… Dave 

lost his son in Iraq: friendly fire. It's hard to accept your son died a hero, when he was killed by 

allied forces. These days, Dave…” smashes things? Never looks on the outside world? How would I 

know? When did I last visit? “…keeps himself to himself.”  

 Awkward silence… soon filled by not-so-distant voices, growing stronger… and footsteps – 

from the direction of St Crux. Damn it – it is another tour… 

 “Ladies and Gentlemen… if we could just move to one side, we appear to have competition 

… but rest assured, in the true traditions of Victorian chivalry, I shall yield the cobbles…” mainly 

because the  last time I didn’t, there was a ‘ghost off’ – shouting over each other –  and then at each 

other. Messy, very messy. And not here, not outside Dave’s house – you owe him that – and more.  

 “We’ll listen to the tales of our compatriots… and then I’ll tell you the true depths of 

depravity which suffused every –” 
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 The competing tour appeared at the end of the street – a dozen people – led by man with no 

top hat, no long-tailed coat, and no cane. He was a plump man, hunched and shuffling, in a way that 

could be genuine, or part of a performance – and his round face looked familiar… and yet not. 

There was some association with Stoker’s Tours lingering in Richard’s mind, but none of their 

guides were aged over twenty-five – so it couldn’t be them.  Regardless, his gaze still flitted from 

head to head of the newcomers, hoping Marta was not amongst their number… and then he realised 

the newcomers were walking on thin air. 

Great – too many tours in lousy light have screwed up my vision… 

He closed his eyes, massaged them with one hand – but when he looked back across the 

street, the rival group continued to shuffle across an invisible platform – about a foot above the 

cobbles – yet he could hear the crunch of their shoes on gravel. The plump guide walked and talked 

– a rookie error – no one behind can hear if you walk and talk – but Richard heard every word – he 

could hear nothing but the man’s voice, such a familiar voice… and yet not: 

“…the site of a modern tragedy, a mere twenty years ago to this day. A gas leak, they said, 

followed by ignition and explosion. An accidental ignition? Most likely. But an accidental leak? We 

can never be sure – the blast destroyed much of the evidence. But that very blast originated from the 

flat of one David Robertson, a grieving father… a man who lost his only son on the banks of the 

Tigris. And so I ask you this – who amongst us, having suffered such loss, would not contemplate 

sitting in the dark, waiting for the soothing caress of gas to take our pain away? As for the tour 

group in the street below, they never stood a –” 

Someone screamed – impossible to tell who – but suddenly all the newcomers jumped back, 

pointing, shrieking – as if they’d overreacted to a sighting of Mrs Król. Phones, cameras and 

unfamiliar gadgets snapped into their hands – lights flashing – all aimed towards Richard and his 

party of five. The plump guide – previously lost in his own narration – looked up: 

“BLOODY HELL!” The man’s eyes swelled – even as his face scrunched in terror.  
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Richard span round, looking for the source of the man’s horror – but there were no ghouls, 

ghosts or monsters in the street… only Richard himself, and his party of five… and that realisation 

prickled his neck with ice. Something heavy started to pound the inside of his head. His vision 

melted as the world began to change: cobbles crumbled to gravel and rose up to swallow his feet – 

then his shins – so that he was standing up to his knees in rubble of scorched wood, chunks of 

masonry, shards of glass. Yet there was no texture, no resistance, no surface under his feet except 

the cobbles he could no longer see.  

He glanced up and round at the burnt out skeletons of timber-framed buildings, many veiled 

with scaffolding. It was the same Shambles… and yet not. The old girl had let herself go; a broken 

silhouette of her former glory, torn apart by fire and left to crumble. 

And Dave’s house… the epicentre, a nest of charred timbers, a round depression of 

blackness in which sat a single pillar of white marble. Names carved into the smooth surface swam 

in and out of focus… until he caught his own, ‘Richard Hale’ at the bottom. It was guarded by a toy 

Centurion – like the one he’d given Marta as a joke present on her birthday – although this lone 

soldier was scratched, faded and dusty. 

Richard looked at the plump guide, really looked this time… at the receding hairline, at the 

chubby face, perhaps hiding what had once been a chiselled jawline… at the stooped posture – but 

maybe, just maybe, if the guide managed to stand up straight, he’d be six-foot two…  

And the newcomers – their phones and gadgetry held out at arms’ length, like a ward against 

evil, stood frozen to the spot – except they no longer levitated in mid air – the party of twelve now 

stood atop the layers of gravel: they stood at street level – their street level.  

Richard coughed sour vomit into his mouth, head throbbing; the rest of his dinner threatened 

to follow...  Then he ran – a Roman on his own road – wading but not wading, through the gravel 

that wasn’t there, and eventually that gravel sank and settled back out into cobbles as he collapsed 

on a bench in King’s Court.  
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 Regulars… it had been staring him in the face, or at least, in the faces staring at him. 

Regulars… it wasn’t the same people, night after night, it was the same tour, his own ‘polishing the 

silver’, and yet the closest thing to a beloved in his life had now come and gone twenty years ago, 

perhaps resting a solitary toy solider against the marble pillar. No, he thought, I’m not a Roman, 

because they were free… 

Twenty years… Everything had gone. Marta had gone.  

  Would’ve, could’ve, should’ve, but didn’t. And never will.  

 But really, she wasn’t the one who had gone.  

 And Dave…how long had he been gone, before the explosion?  

The soothing caress of gas to take our pain away… 

“No,” he whispered, this wasn’t true – and like every lost spirit from almost every story he’d 

ever told – he would choose not to believe it – to remain oblivious to the present world – one that 

was no longer his present. “No,” he spoke to the twilight that had settled in the court.  He closed his 

eyes and imagined it was all just a ghost story from an ancient book – the marble pillar, the burnt 

out buildings, the plump guide – and he imagined flicking back through all those pages to the very 

first, “No…”  

No? 

No to what?  

He opened his eyes.  

No to daydreaming – that’s what. He glanced at his watch: ten to seven! Nearly time for the 

tour. Sorry Dave, can’t pop in on you now. He grabbed his cane… peered at the cobbles carefully, 

feeling there was something he’d forgotten. Top hat, cane, coat – nope, that’s everything. He strode 

off towards Clifford’s Tower, not wanting to be late – because tonight was the night he’d ask her 

out.  

 Yet she didn’t show. He waited ten extra minutes until the party of five grew restless, and 

then walked heavily into the night, to begin his performance. They were in position by 7.15pm. 
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Right on cue, the figure stepped out of a doorway in The Shambles, silent, clad in a dark raincoat 

that merged with shadows pooling beneath the jettied upper storey. 

Perfect, thought Richard, studying the pale faces of his group, if only Marta were here…   


